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ADSRACT /
Tentative results from a study of the writing

japrovement of c011ege freshmen indicate that underlYing linguistic
;g:Ilespetence can be released by exercises that allow stàdante to use
:slat they already know, that syntactic competence increa s with ,

.
maturity, and that complex pedago0o variables contribute t writing
gropth. Although al number of studies have found that

-;,sentence-coibining groups display greater writing improvement than
final groups, perhaps sentence-combiniig should be viewed as a
ul device to overcome the effects of large classes, rather than

:.asiniecessary to improved writing. Gains in syntactic and usage skills

%Ilay result from very small classes, constant feedback., constant
tortiting, and a focus on levels smaller than the essay. (AEA)
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In communicating professionally with .each other or in setting up

programs and syllabi in isolation, we are hampered by knowing little about

the appliCability-of others' theories or research findings to thearticular

student populations we ourselves may be teaching, and we have no standards

o

no widely accepted measurements of student achievement at

freshman year or thereafter, and our holisxic scores only

relative to each other on the same campu and relative to their own earlier

the iAT's, but

the end of the
1

measure students

achievement. Consequently, we have little way,even of talking about our

studetite growth in comparison to that of different student populations

taught in different programs at other colleges. As Mina Shaughnessy has

reminded us, for example, we know little about the stages of growth of,

the adult beainning!writer or whether "remedial" writers on one campus

resemble those on another campus.
1

And yet program directors and teachers

constantly must make leaps in the dark in deciding about therelative

merits of different programs, teaching methods, or texts. Outside

influences like budget cuts or faculty loads often limit our options and

force us to choose between two options when we would prefer to have both.

Until we know with !ouch greater certainty how writers learn, until com-

position teachers have much greater prestige both within our profession

and Without', and until we find our way out of recurring economic crises,

we are likely to have to live with reduced options and painful choices.
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Though our leaps in the dark must ultimately be informed by the sort

of basic, exploratory research done by a Mina-Shaugnessy or Janet Emig,
A

Whey' we cam's to make practical decisions, we often need a second kind.of

redearch. While the firstAind asks an open-ended; exploratory question

(such is, what is the nature of the basic, writing student's errors?), the

second kind asks questions like, will my students profit more from X or

. given that I cannot' choose both? This sort of research might be characterized

by the recent studies of sentence-combining that compare the progress of a

control group and An-experimental group in order tO decide upon the merit.

of the experimental method. I would like to describe some of the difficult

Choices I have been involved in, how my own and others/ research does and

does not help inform those decisions, and some theories and questions

am left with.

In 1972 we at Eastern Connecticut State College dropped our required

freshman c. .position course in resionse to annual budget cuts, a growing

student body, and limited Staff. We reinstated a required course.in 1975

by making a trade7off: we teach seven-week rather than full semester

courses, but.we have no more than fifteen students per course with a

student intern in each class to help provide feedback to the freshmen

writers. Each instructor thus has an average student load of 26 to 30

students a semester without ever having more than 13 to 15 at one time.

Beat week we have one large lecture-demonstration section on very basic
4

rhetorical skills (teaching bT.example the topic sentence, etc.) and two

iall sections for writing, immediate feedback; and rewriting. Individual

instructors are free to replace the small group meetings with tutorials

and often do so at least once a week. We restrict ourselves to the

paragraph, ba ask students to rewrite their paregraphs as many times as.

it'takes for them to be Acceptable. Though we at first required and later

3
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mere1y recomdended.thai they read a brief handbook:we have not formally

spent time on grammar, preferring instead to deal individually with

problems as they arise.. Mere .recently wek have squeezed in some sentence-

combining practice, but only irregularly.end etlectically., Our one large

class per week and weekly staff meetings insure a greit degree plf uniformity

.a.n subject material, though not in.teadhing style. '

Our student average is below the national average in quantifiable

langUage skint but above the kind of remedial group likely to.e found

in an urban, open-admissions class. (Student enrolling in the freshman

class of 1977-78 had a mean SAT-Verbal score of 197 and a TSWE of 40.9.)

In the first week'of class after being shown what a topic senteite is,

*students are likely to write a paragraph like the following (an actual

sample wiZh spelling errors, etc. removed):

When I arrived at Eastern:mi first impression of the school
was that it was unorganized. Everywhere I walked I noticed long
lines of people waiting to be served, then being >rad to go to
another office because they were in the wrong line for all this
time.. Even the people working ii the offices were unsure where
the line of people should go to be helped. All of this confusion
sent students wandering all over the halls. When I think of
that first day now, I. realize that it was the beginning of school
and usually there is much confusion on the first day.

Though the typical first paragraph contains a spri ling of spelling,

punctuation, or syntactical problems, the more st iking problems are

usually lack of focus or specificity. After fairly bisicand simple

rhetorical instruction (the topic sentence, an understanding of the

difference between generalization and specifics, Some concept of order,

some knowledge of transition devices) and constant writing and rewriting,

our students do seem to improve in seven weeks.

After the first.three semesters of the program, we decided to evaluate

what we were doing in order to decide whether our initial, economically

motivated compromise between a full semester course and small.class size

4
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had,worked. Our first.testing device'wad the Test of Standard Written

*English whiCh,we decided to use bOause it is.reported along with the
sV

.entering SAT scoree, thus prov4ding an economical.placement device for

. every student, and-bebause a.colleague had found the TSWE correlated

highly with oUr holistic jUdgments of our studenti.2 We found that,

despite our lack of formal attention to Standard English, our students.. ......

do improve on those skills measured by the Test of Standard Written

English. Since we wanted to know what.their growth showed about our

program, however, I tried using as a.standard.of comparison the TSWE

r;iilts reported by. Hunter Breland in his study of TSWE reliability at

four other colleges.
3

Our TSWE results (see Table 1) when compared to those from five

regular composiiiOn courses at Breland's four colleges look quite good.
44

The ECSC students' average increase of ...veg. four points was statistically.

significant (t -test, p< .001), and in tepeated testing with other groups

(of.over One hundred students each time) we have always found a gain'of

over four points. Mbreover, our students' gains are greater than

the gains ranging from +.92 to +2.48 at the other colleges.

However, since our students started further behind, they ought to gain

faster, and the TSWE is not really meant to work so accurately in the upper

,ranps as in ,the lower.
4

But if ECSC students with entering TSWE scores
/-

of 45-49 and.those with scores of 50-59 are separated from the rest, even

their scores are respectable. Our group with a 47.11 pre-course average

raised their average +2.68 in saven weeks while the group with a 53.33

entering average,50ised their average +1.07. Thovgh Breland's data a:7e not

broken down in such a. way as to allow comparison'of the other groups with

scores in these two ranges, the fact that colleges P, Q, and R -- with

5



enteking teens in the range of .44 -52 dll experienced gains lower than

these suggests that'.the ECSC gains cannot be dismissed simply because we

had tore poor students. Even our abler.studente scores r9se.

Ths ECSC gains in TSWE scores are further substantiated by a second

set of figures tha.gains in number of words per T -unit between pre-

and 'post -es,sy exams, .0ne set of T -unit counts for 117 students in a. -

session without formal sentence-combining (all students writing on the

same, fairly simple topic) showed an average gain of +1.39 words per T-unit,

from 14.61 to 16.0 Ip(, .005). Another sat oflcounts from a session in

which we did some sentence-combining showed an average rise of +1.89 from

11.01 to 12.90 on Kellogg Hunt's Aluminum passage.

These ;gains indicate that something is going right with our prognam,

but they do little to indicate what is going right, and they do not tell

whether a seven-week program shortchanges our students or whether a

fifteen-week program with lerger.elasses would benefit them significantly
,

more. Before theorizing about what'these gains may indicate, however, I

would like to explain another leapsin the dark with similarly puzzling results.

After the first two. years of our seven-week course, we seemed agreed

that while seven weeks might be appropriate for some students,-others needed

a longer course. But which others? How many of them? And what sort of

course? With no time to set up a new course and no new staff to teach it,

I took on the task of finding a stop-gap measure to help the weakest students

until we could decide how to set up a course really designed for.them. I

arranged for several groups of about ten students oach, who had entered

with TSWE scores from 2049 (mean 23.78 to meet for an hour and a quarter

one day a week for seven.weeks before beginning the regular seven-week

English 100 course. Under the supervision of a trained high school

6
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tsadher and two student interns who had worked with English 100, these

students were to practice sentence-combining using William Strong's text

Sentence .2.1C.Mblaks. After this very minimal help, they ware retested and

sent on to English 100, but their average TSWE scorekhad risen to 32.78,

a gain of +9.00. CoMpared to the full remedial sequences.at Breland's 4

schools (see Table 2) where the gains after one semester ware +3.90,
-

.5.41, +1.73, and +2.06, our students'. gains seem quite impressive, though

the fact that our students started further behind would mean that they

should.gain faster, iTwo-thirds of them later "eased English 100 While

only ome-third of a group with, comparable scores who slipped past us or

wto couldjmot attend the special help sessions passed English 100.5 These

facie are somewhat difficult to interpret because they could indicate the

excellence of sentence-combining, the merits of tutOrial sessions without

real English department faculty, our students' readiness to grow, .11

.theila factors combined, or some other, perhaps non-academic, factors. The

positive.results need some interpretation, for with such students, any

growth is of value, and if growth is to be had'so easily, there may be

something impeding growth in our usual treatment of these students.

Frmm a practical standpoint,.then, what are we to make of all this?

Surely the comparisons of TSWE scores do not indicate that the longer the

icourse the less improvement occurs, and they by no means prove that we

could not do better -- or at least as well -- with a different course

content or different instructional methods. I have cOme to two tentative

conclusions. First, I suspect that a major unexplored variable is the

developmeital potential of differeat groups of student writers. Psychologists

find that pre-school children who.have been environmentally deprived tend

to make impressive immediate gains in compensatoiy education programs, but

.that afterwards their gains are slower.15 The middle of the road student
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writers who enter collage with scores in 'the 40-50 TSWE r...nge may have an

average,though, not superior, aptitude which has developed normally after

--nosmal high sdhool writing practice'. my group of students with a mean 'of

23.8 who rose so rapidly and soma of those wi 4 Hibet entrance scotes may

have average aptitude which was simply not e ped in aigh school. One

theoretical.assumption underlying sentence-combining is that our studentst..

underlying linguistic *competence can bl released by exercises that allow them

to uss what they alres4y knog; a second assumption is that.syntactic competence

increasmkwith maturity; If both assumptionsAre cortect, then rapid increasea

in s'ntactic maturity or in uiage skills among college students may partially

result from their being exposed to writing almost for the first time. Their

high schools have simply not developed their latent competence. If so, we

need to be'communicating betterwith the high schools, and we need to find

out whether some of the stuients we consider poor *writers are merely late
."

Ileomers.

My second set.of conclusions and questions involves the complexity of

analysing how pedagogic variables/pontribute to writing. growth. The standard

method for evaluating i'ca;iable is to run a controlled experiment of the sort

being done on the effects of sentence-combining. A number of studies using a

control group. and'an !xperimental sentence-combining group have found that tho

senience -combining groups progressed farther than the control groups. Since

the two pets of TSWE results I have described were not part of designed

experiments, the loose ends are obvious, but even the seemingly controlled

sentence-combining experiments present problems of interpretation. FOur

recent sentence-combining experiments with college freshmen at Miami

University, thf University of North Dakota, the University of New Brunswiek,

and Beaver College show a rather wide range of results (see Table 3).
7
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oA the evidence of writtng.grewth among the experimental groups at these

schools are the lollowing gains in words per T:-unit: +0.74, +1.483 +4.25,

and +5.30. 'The first three studies.were done on a large scale with control

. groups whose gains were.only; -0.05, -0.51, and 40.46. Though the experi-

mental groups seem superior, how are we to explain the difference between

the Miami said of only +0.74 and the New Brunswick gain of +4.25 or tha*Ipier

College gain of +5..30?. The New Brunswick group did nothing but sentence-

combining; the Beaver College.sample WAS very small and was a two-semester

eicperiment. So sbntence-combining is a complexpedagogical device which may

be uied in a nuMber of ways for quite'different kinds of students with

potentially quite varied results.

Iftatik 041are's study of sqventh graders used Hunt's normative data to

suggest that sentence-combining can speed up normal development and result

in super-normal aChievement.
8

Since we have no similar nOrms for college ,

students, the results of sentence-combining ate harder to interpreeat the

college level. If.the minimal orgnegative gains of the control group, at, \'

Miami, North Dakota, and New Brunswick are taken as normal, then sentence-
. s

combining seems successful. But at Eastern Connecticut, we find gains in

words per T-units among students not exposed to sentence-combining; in one

typical seven-week session, students raised their scores +1.39.-- i.e.,

more than the Miami experimental group, nearly as much as the North Dakota

experimental group, and more than all ihree control groups. I suspect that

the control groups' progress should not be seen as normal at all and that

their lack of success demonstrates the inefficiency -- or possibly the

retarding effect -- of trying to teach writing to large classes who spend

a great deal of time reading, rather than writing essays.

. Syntactic maturity, I suspect, may be achielied by a number of routes.

The Eastern Connecticut students' gains.in syntactic and usage skills probably

9
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both result from the very small classes (onelkeader for every seven to eight

sty4cnts), constant Aeedbadk, ind constant rewriting. The experimental and

control groaps at Miami, North Dakota, New Brunswick, and Beaver had,.

respactively,-26, 21, 20, and 20 students. Perhaps in large groups where

. feedback is less frequent, sentence-combining is.a suitable way of practicing

directed-writing: The Miami-study, in fact, says that t.,4; experimental.groups

did a great deal of cOmparing and contrasting student exercises while their

teaChers made."extensive use of the blackboard, overhead pro4ector, and .

handouts" -4,- all ways of increasing feediack and intensifying student

participation in.'s large class" So, pethaps sentence -combining should,be

viewed .as a helpful device to overcome'the effects of larga classes, rather

.than a necessary condition of succes,. We still have a great deal to learn

about collen students' s tax, about the forms and effects of sentence -

combining, and about its i teraction with other variables such as class size,

focus'on reading essays, kinds of students. And if we really want to

understand tyntactic maturity, we will have to replicate these expe:iments

among different student groups and with different kinds of control groups.

Perhaps, also, some of the Eastern.Connecticut students' gains can be

attributed to our focus on the paragraph. If the syntactic successes of

sentence-combining are attributable to intense focus on sentence syntax

while the control groups spread their attention over whole essays, then it

is understandable that our paragraph-writing students should show sentence

maturity gains wore comparable to those of the sentence-combining groups

than to those of the control groups. Because our studenta rewrite their

paragraphs at least two and more often three or four times, they have the

chance to scrutinize and alter their own sentences many times. If that

process alone without further sentence exercises can produce the kind of



growth we would like ta see, then we should know it. If some kinds ofil

students -- late-bloomers, for instance, or less able students -- are

...' unable to improve tbeir syntactic and usage skills by plunging into the

espy, then we.ought to understand that too.

The Aulitions I am raising may have'practical importance for the kind

of decisions I have called leaps in the dark. If feedbadk,

rewriting, and focus on levels smaller than the essay are the major variables
S.

for mil/students' writing growth and if the same three variables -- feedback,

intensive rewriting, and focus on a smaller level -- are key variables in

the\sentende-combinini ruccesses, then we may want to think ahowt reducing

class .size -- even it ihe cost of reducing course length. We oukht to be

sceptical of the tradi iOnal formats which produce such unimpressive TSWE

and syntactic maturity results. And we ought to recognize that we know

very little about how growth.patterns vary with different kinds of students

and different kinds of programs.
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4 am indebied to Marcia Orcutt (teacher of the course) for the infcrmation

uebout how m:4'of these .students later passed, English 1(10 and how many who

should have be:W in this group did not;pass Englieh 100. After they took

tneAsh 100, we metested these 18 students who received extra help. By

.that time-their TSWE score6 had risen again to an average of 37.79 (or a

gain of 4.14.01)from.their entering scores, but unfortunately this sezond,

post-English 100, test administration uSed the same TSWE form they had

leen only seven weeks earlier. W9 cannot therefore know how mudh of the

second increase came from test familiarity.

6 Uie Bronfenbrenner, "A Report on Longitudinal Evaluations of Pre-school

Programs," vol. 2, Is Early Interventir Effectille? (DHEW Publ. No. OHD

74-25), Washington, D.C., 1974.

4 The tudies at these four schools are: (1) Miami University., -- Max

enberg, Donald Daiker, and Andrew Kerek, "Sentence Combining at the

College Level: An ExperiNental Study," Research in the Teaching of English

12 (1978), 245-256; (2) The University of North Dakota -- Lester Faigley,

"Generative Rhetoric as a Way of Increasing Syntactic Fluency," to appear

ir CaL, May 1970; (3) The University of New Brunswick -- Murray F. Stewart,
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' Syntactic Giowth: Errors and Expectationt in Sentence-Combining. Practice

mith College *heehaw'," RTE 12 (1978), 233-244:

8
Frank.04H4re, Sentence-Combining: ,Improvin& Student Writing Without Formal

Grammar Instruction, Research Report No. 15,
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Table 1
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.

.

Entering
SAT-V

Entering
TSWE

.

.

.

SD

.

Post-course
TSWE

i

\
.

.

SD ..

,,. Average

First Course

,
Increase

,

on TSWE

,
ECSC, Englislh 1013_ 39.7

e se 117

t

40.21
.

11.71 44.79 11.45 , +4.57

.7.-.......

College P 45.5 47.87 7.05 . 46.25
/

/ 8.99 -1,62

-
College Q 1$. 44.1

n -.112
.

45.20

a

8.71

,

46.68 8.55 +1.48

College R
(Sequence #1) ' 51.2

n is 62

56.21 4.40 57.13

.

3.48 +0.92

..---.--...

College R
(Sequence #2) 51.2

n .. 152,

51.64

........------

6.22
:

53.32

L.

5.87 +1.68

Collegr S . 42.3
n = 96

116....,............

: 43.97

. ...nt

8.78 46.45 8.76 +2:48

ECSC stulents in 45-47 TSWE range . 47.21

.--,....-.-.-.--.-,.-.-.-.-------.-..

49.87 42.68

1

ECSC students in 50-59 TSWE range 53.33 54.40 +1.07

et



Table 2

.

.
,

.

Entering
TSWE

.

Post-course

. TSWE

Amerage
First Course
TSWE gain

ECSC

.
.

,

.

remediassionl

help se
n si 18

23.78 32.78 49.00

College P*
n in 50 . 29.56 -

...

33.46

......

4.3.90

College Q .

n au 81 33.65 39.06 +5.41

College R
n , 30 39.90 41.63 41.73

College S .

h .,. 77 32.06 14.10 +2.06

fir

.41.-



Tab le A3

Words Per T -Unit

.
.

.

-
,

n = Pre-test SD . Post-test SD

....

Gain

,

Beaver College (2 semesters) 14 17.68 --__ 22.98 +5.30......

Sentence -

Combining Miami University (1 semeeter) 151 15.31 2.59 16.05 2,92 +0.74

Experimental
....

Groups .' 'U. of North Dakota (1 semester) 14.22 ---- 15.70 44..48

/7 U. of New Brunswick (6 wks) 30 13.77 2.76 18.02 4.24 +4.25

,

Eastern Conn. State C011ege (7 weeks) 117 14.61 3.99 16.00 5.26 +1.39

Control or Miami University (1 semester) lp 15.00 2.80 14.95 2.61 -0.05

NoW-Experimental
Groups U. of North Dakota (1 semester) 13.99 ---- 13.48 --- . -0.51

U. of New Brunswick (6 wks) 30 14.54 3.10 15.01 2.73 .+0.46

/

k

; 8
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